
St. Clair’s Guided Stalking Terms & Conditions 
 

• All decisions made and instructions given by the guide regarding the stalking 
are final. This includes but is not limited to safe shots, the deer management 
plan, animal welfare, public image and the price of animals shot or shot at. 
Any client that goes against or ignores decisions made by the guide will be 
asked to leave the estate and their actions reported to the relevant authorities 
and/or organisations. 

• A safety briefing will be delivered by the guide prior to any stalking 
commencing. The safety rules provided by the guide are to be followed at all 
times. 

• Clients assume all liability and responsibility for their actions and equipment 
for the duration of the outing. 

• If the guide says the client may shoot a specific deer, the responsibility still lies 
with the client to ensure it is a safe shot and that it is executed as humanely as 
possible. 

• All clients must possess adequate insurance cover to meet any financial claim 
that may be brought against them for the duration of the outing. Clients will 
be asked to provide evidence of this. 

• All clients must possess a Firearm Certificate with conditions that allow them 
to shoot their chosen rifle on this estate. If they do not, they must use an estate 
rifle and be aged 17 or over. 

• If the guide spots a deer that is sick or injured and decides that the most 
humane action is for it to be culled, they may do so regardless of other deer 
being present. The guide, at their discretion, may offer for the client to shoot it 
if safe and humane to do so. 

• The guide may end the outing at any time for any reason. If this occurs, the 
client may request a copy of the reason in writing afterwards. 

• If a client brings their own rifle they must zero it on the estate’s private range 
before an outing can commence, unless permission is granted otherwise. If the 
guide deems the rifle and/or equipment to be unsuitable the client will be 
offered an estate rifle to use instead. 

• Rifle sound moderators must be used at all times, unless permission is granted 
otherwise. All estate rifles have a sound moderator included. 

• An outing can be either morning or evening and last for up to 4 hours. If no 
shots are attempted and no cull animals present a safe shot during the outing, 
the client will be offered another outing free of charge. 


